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This issue of the Newsletter contains a variety of worthwhile 
information, thanks to the response of the membership. i•1y i::lea 
for oshigata has started to be answered as is evident by the two 
very interesting oshigata included in this issue. 

Mor3 examples are needed so send in your favorite sword's osnigata 
and it will be used in a future issue of the lJewsletter. 

It is my intention to print three classes of oshigata: 1) first 
class smiths, 2) noteworthy •average• smiths, J) noteworthy modern 
smiths. Unusual types of inscriptions and datings, etc., will also 
be printed if they are made available� As a suggestion, characteristics 
which are •typical' of a particular school er era, snould be 
specifically pointed out on the oshigata since t�is wil� help 1 teacn• 
us something specific to look for in the future. 

On behalf of the JSS/us, I would like to extend a most nearty 
welcome to these new �embers. The society resume' has been sent 
to these �entlemen, explainin� our functions and goals. 

Mr. Phebus is supervisor of the SQlthsonian �nstitute 1 s �recessing 
Lahcratory, of which the responsibility of the 1nstitute 1 s collection 
of Japanese weapons comes under. A word about this collection is 
located towards the e�d of this issue of the Newsletter. 
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QUESTION: I have seen several examples of habaki which are made in 
two pieces which slip together. This style is very beautiful and must 
be very difficult to make. Is there a formal name for this style? 

RCH 

ANSWER: These are called NIJU HABAKI. I think there are four (4) 
different types of NIJU HABAKI. They are called: OWARI HABAKI; 
HIGO HABAKI; plain NIJU HABAKI; and one that is called DAI TSUKI 
HABAKI which is used only in Tanto. This one has the base added 
to it. The NIJU HABAKI is difficult to make and you may about double 
the usual cost of the habaki. Also, today most habaki maker only 
make these out of solid gold and they will not make them out of any 
other kind of metal such as silver or copper. 

AY 

QUESTION: How does a polisher decide on 'his' specific marking which 
he will use {lines on the mune, under habaki, etc.)? 

RCH 

ANSWER: So far as I know, there are no distinguishing marks by 
which one can identify a polish, although polishers do make the 
marks as you say. This is usually on the SHINOGI JI under the 
habaki. Those elsewhere as you describe, that is on the mune back 
of the kissaki and on the hira underneath the habaki, are not the 
same marks. The marks behind the kissaki usually are burnished to 
cover the kaeri of the boshi. 

AY 

QUESTION: When swords are displayed in Japan - museum display or 
department store display, etc. - how are the swords displayed; 
bare blades, shirasaya, fully mounted? I have noticed that at the 
stateside showswhich I have seen, most blades are shown 'fully 
mounted' - and of course the nakago is then hidden and most often 
the mountings outshine the blade. It seems like so much ls lost 
when a blade is shown in this manner. 

RCH 

ANSWER: Bare blades at exhibitions are always so, as this is the 
only way one can get a good look at the blade. Of course the blade 
can not be displayed on both sides so they are always displayed with 
the inscription facing the outside and the other side where the date 
is inscribed is hidden. If you have a good mounting with the blade, 
then the mounting is displayed along side, but separate from the 
bare blade. 

AY 

Ed. Note: I think everyone should take particular note of this 
answer. I think that if the various sword exhibits around the country 
would start displaying swords in this manner (at least the noteworthy 
blades), we could all increase our appreciation and learning greatly. 
Note only does a fully mounted blade hide the 'whole' of the blade, 
if one wishes to fully examine a blade {and this could happen many 
times at a show), the wear and tear on the mountings is not to be 
�ppreciated by the owner. It is something to think about. 



QUESTION: (asked of Mr. Roy Hashioka) Is there a good listing of 
top quality gendai smiths and modern smiths available? 

RCH 

ANSWER: This is covered very well in the SHISHINTO ·I1AlKAN - especially 
those with circles over their names. The GENDAI 'I'AKO i:iElKAN covers 
all the living smiths from top to bottom. (Ed. Note: l have just 
received a translation of this list - Shinshinto Taikan - from Mel 
Oka and will be offering it in the very near future . ) 

The following questions have been submitted by V:r. Roy hashioka 
for 'kicking about• by the membership . If you have an opinion on any 
of these, send them to the Newsletter . 

Q,UESTI ONS : 

1) What is the function of the yasuri-rne? 
a) When did it first ap9ear'? (first reference) . 
b) Does it have a foreign origin? 

2) Is yaki kuzure intentional or a defect in tempering? 

J) What is the function of a mune yaki? 

4) Why is there no reference made to mekugi anas which overlap'? 

5) There being so many fake blades - was forgery a punishable crime 
(in olden times)? 

These are some worthwhile and interesting questions , so lets see 
what answers we come up with . 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION COLLECTION: 

The Smithsonian Samurai collection is located in the Department 
of Anthropology, National Museum of Natural Eistory. This collection 
contains a substantial number of arms and a rmor. It is the desire of 
the Smithsonia n to expand it's collection and to improve the present 
state of materials, and also to serve as a public center for the 
study of Samurai arts . 

Recently, they added a good quality daisho : Katana signed -
IYO DAIJO TACHIBANA KATSUKUNI and wakizashi signed - KASHU JU 
FUJIWARA KIYOHIRA. Currently they have 17 blades in Japan for 
polishing and papers. Of this group are blades signed - OMI (ne) 
KAMI HISAMICHI, SUYEVilTSU, SOSEU JU HIRO'I'SUGU, TEGARAYAKA r--'.ASASHIGE, 
HIZEN YOSHIFUSA, HIZEN TADAHIRO, EChIGO (no) KAMI KANESADA and 
SHIMADA YOShISUKE. Several dozen blades were rec ently polished here 
by Nr. Terutoyo Kujimoto of Japan . 

NEXT NEWSLETTER DEADLINE - The next issue of the NL will be sent out 
about the 1st of June . All articles, etc., intended for this issue 
should be in my hands no later than May 26th. Ron Hartmann - Editor 
5907 Deerwood Drive St . Louis, Missouri 63123 • 
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